
Dear Quanto-siasts,

Since our last newsletter in June, our entire team has been working hard 24/7 to make sure we can 
finally make the eagerly awaited announcement of the GO LIVE date!

Thanks to the tremendous and non-stop efforts of our team at QuantoPay ,we are proud to an-
nounce that we have officially managed to overcome the final regulatory, technical, security and 
practical aspects required and are ready to GO LIVE early October, 2022. We shall be able to an-
nounce the exact date by mid-September. 

Besides the push to GO LIVE and meeting all the requirements imposed on a project as ambitious 
as ours, our technical team is in the process of further developing the feel of our application by 
adding amazing new features, the most prominent of which is the Blockchain & DeFi integration. 
The video below highlights the integration benefits on which our team is still working and we are ex-
pecting its public release before the end of the year.

As we kick-off for the Global launch, anyone and everyone can apply to register at QuantoPay as 
long as reliable address in Europe is provided. We are pleased to disclose that there will be overall 
zero (0) fees and no hidden charges for the first couple of months. 

However, MOST IMPORTANT for all of you and the success of the project: We have incorporated a 
Referral Program for our QuantoPay enthusiasts, whereby, for every 5 successfully referred and reg-
istered friends EUR 50 will be gifted to their QTP wallet. In addition, there are NO LIMITATIONS to the 
number of referrals allowed. Your ability to earn EUR 50 again and again in a row is unlimited.



That’s not all, we have amazing news for all our football fanatics. QuantoPay is working on launch-
ing the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 ticket giveaway campaign. A total of 111 tickets have been se-
cured from group matches to the final game and all tickets come with a provided accommodation 
and a once in a lifetime opportunity to meet our ambassadors and football legends Roberto Carlos, 
Michel Salgado and Patrick Kluivert in person! The campaign to win the FIFA World cup match tick-
ets will start on the GO LIVE date of QuantoPay. Draw for the FIFA tickets will be done based on the 
highest number of successfully registered and verified QuantoPay accounts. Keep an eye out on our 
social media pages for updates. 

NFTs as rewards
In the first few months of GO LIVE, each month one mindful and sustainable NFT project will be pur-
chased and given as a reward and a raffle draw will be held for 5 NFTs worth around 650€. In the 
fourth month from GO LIVE, QuantoPay will release its very own sustainable NFT series, which will 
then be integrated in our very own Metaverse project, details of which will be shared shortly. 

We are in particular proud as well to announce that our team is working on incorporating AI-generat-
ed NFTs that will focus on our environmental and sustainability driven WECARE projects. Of course, 
we would also like to draw your attention to our support for young underprivileged but talented foot-
ball players in Pakistan (more information on that shortly).

QuantoPay Office Launching in the UAE - Dubai International Financial Centre

While we’re on the topic of good news, another first in QuantoPay’s already robust list of achieve-
ments - we finally managed to open an office in the prestigious Dubai International Finance Centre 
(DIFC) in order to cater from there the Middle East, Asia and African expansion. 

FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 Ticket Giveaway Campaign



DIFC is a leading international financial hub located in the heart of Dubai, already hosting a vibrant 
business ecosystem, which has recently opened licenses for neo-banks, fintech and crypto related 
businesses. Setting up in one of the most prominent Fintech facilities in the region will not only sig-
nificantly improve QuantoPay’s reach in the target audience but also enable us to benefit from the 
centre’s robust independent judicial system and regulatory framework, global financial exchange, in-
spiring architecture, and enabling support services.

Presence in the DIFC will also provide QuantoPay with the opportunity to interact with other industry 
leaders and the innovative platform will greatly benefit from the exchange of ideas arising from 
such interactions. Watch out for further developments regarding the actual opening of the office in 
DIFC, which will be announced during the famous GITEX & Blockchain Summit taking place in Dubai 
in October.

QUANTOCOIN TOKEN MIGRATION FINAL EXTENSION

Thank you all for your patience and continued support. Everything is coming together beautifully 
and we are so excited to finally show you everything we have been working on.
 
Regularly checking our www.quantopay.com and www.quantocoin.io (currently with work in prog-
ress) webpages and our social media news releases will help you stay up to date with the latest de-
velopments.

Now moving on to our special announce-
ment for our QTCt holders who have been 
experiencing difficulties moving from the 
WAVES to TimeX.io exchange. The dead-
line, on request of many of you, has been 
extended for the very last time, now until 
the 30th September, 2022. Also, a remind-
er that whoever is not going to participate 
in this migration will lose the validity of 
their QTC tokens as we will not be able to 
consider them for the Waves QTCt to 
TIMEX BSC QTC swap.

For all of you who still have problems with 
their TIMEX exchange registration and the 
moving from Waves Exchange, here is our 
detailed explanatory video:


